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our choices ; our moral instinct is Conscience, a mass
of interwoven memories of past experiences, speaking with
the authoritative utterance of all instincts, deciding on
4 right' and (wrong' without argument or reasoning,
and giving warning of dangers experienced in the past.
Innate faculty—what is it but an unconscious
memory of subjects mastered in the past ? Here we have a
proof of the accuracy of Plato's idea that all knowledge is
reminiscence. Having learnt a subject, e,g., Mathematics,
in this life and forgotten it for years, we can re-learn it
very quickly as it is a mere traversing of old ground.
Similarly, when a science or philosophy is quickly grasped
and applied, or an art mastered without much study, the
memory of past lives is there in power, though the facts of
learning are forgotten. Thus it is that a man who had
studied occultism in a past life, coming across Theosophy
in this life, takes it up immediately as if resuming an old
thread and makes rapid progress, while another studying
it for the first time in this life does not go far.
Again, when we feel at home with a stranger at the
very first meeting, or fall in love at first sight, memory is
there, the Spirit's recognition of a friend of former lives,
the call of Ego to Ego, old friends clasping hands in
perfect confidence and mutual understanding. Similarly is
memory present when we shrink with a feeling of repul-
sion from an apparent stranger, which is but the recog-
nition of an ancient enemy.
Memory of past lives is, however, occasionally
found in children having fleeting glimpses of their past life
and sometimes remembering full details, especially if they
died a violent death in the last life.  Moreover, such
memory can be gained, though the gaining requires a
steady effort and prolonged meditation to control the ever

